The relationship between AIDS and immunologic tolerance.
A hypothesis is presented in which the immunodeficiency and cell loss leading to acquired immune deficiency syndrome and the clonal deletion associated with immunologic tolerance occur through a common mechanism. In a previous publication we proposed that the interaction of human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) with CD4 delivers activation signals that disrupt immune system regulation. In this article, we compare the biology of HIV infection with recent discoveries concerning the "two-signal" molecular mechanism for thymic selection. We propose that two-signal activation is normally followed by clonal expansion and the programmed death of most or all daughter cells through mechanisms that are proportional to the strength and duration of the activation signals. In the thymus, self-reactive cells are trapped in the continuous presence of both antigen signals (signal 1) and costimulatory signals (signal 2), leading to clonal deletion. In mature lymphocytes, we propose that HIV infection contributes a chronic high-affinity signal 2, which shifts the equilibrium of antigen-activated T-cell populations further toward programmed death. This leads to incremental memory cell deficits and gradual clonal deletion at a rate dependent on the frequency of antigen exposure and the ability of an HIV quasispecies to induce signal 2.